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You got better things to do with it Do 'em all You never know when you'll get the chance.. His career got off to a rocky start
when on his first day at County, he nearly vomited in the emergency room after seeing a critically wounded patient and had to
be consoled by Chief Resident Dr.

In order for Carter to change from his surgical residency to an emergency medicine residency, he agreed to work without pay..
Wyle decided to leave the show as a regular character at the conclusion of season 11, despite offers to stay.
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Season 15[edit]In the season 15 episode, 'The Book of Abby', long-serving nurse Haleh Adams shows the departing Abby
Lockhart a closet wall where all the past doctors and employees have put their locker name tags.. Lucy Knight (Kellie Martin)
and Carter develop a liking for each other They kiss only once as he decides to break things off owing to her being a medical
student.. They reconnect and he offered to go to Africa with her so they can start afresh.. They reconnect and he offered to go
to Africa with her so they can start afresh.. He was part of an influential and wealthy family and did not need to work, enabling
County General to take him on despite the lack of funding for an additional position.

emergency room season 1 episode 1

[2] He cited a budding family and an already lengthy tenure on the show as reasons.. As a resident his confidence grew, and he
often went out of his way to help patients.. Don't miss any episodes, set your DVR to record ER Set in Chicago, this medical
drama deals with the personal and professional crises of the doctors in the emergency room at County General Hospital.. Carter
was then written out of the show by moving to Africa and marrying his love interest, Makemba Likasu, in the episode 'The
Show Must Go On'.. They kiss only once, when she bails Carter out of jail She eventually returns to Philadelphia and makes up
with her ex-boyfriend.
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Benton: No I wouldn't You can't wear a glove on your teeth Sarah: My mom says my dad's gonna die.. Greene demanded that he
go to an inpatient rehab center for medical doctors in Atlanta or be fired.. Jack recognizes this and keeps some distance from
him as a result of it Carter's mother, Eleanor (Mary McDonnell), is emotionally distant and cold.. Carter being held at gunpoint
by guerrillas in the Congo Season 6–7[edit]During season 6, Carter and medical student Lucy Knight (Kellie Martin) were
stabbed by patient Paul Sobricki (David Krumholtz), a law student suffering from schizophrenia.. During season 11, we learn
Kem and Carter have married but in season 12 Carter is by himself as he returns to Africa to provide medical aid in Darfur and
makes ominous non-specific references to how things with Kem aren't good.. Family[edit]Eleanor and John CarterThroughout
the course of the series (particularly at the beginning of season 8) we meet various members of Carter's wealthy family and see
how he is very uncomfortable being an upper-class young man, to the point where he goes out of his way to not talk about his
background.. Pratt and Debbie (Mary McCormack) Pratt informed him that Luka and Abby have reunited and are expecting a
baby.. Greene's last day in the ER Dr Greene had been told the same thing, by Dr Morgenstern, in the pilot episode in season 1
of the show.. As she leaves the clinic's opening she okayed Carter to call her to set up breakfast before she flew back to Paris..
24 Hours [1 1][edit]Benton: Do you know how to start an IV?Carter: Uh, actually, no. d70b09c2d4 
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